
Addoption date

Prices are applicable from

NON-STANDARD 

SERVICE PRICE 

EXCLUDING VAT 

(HRK/units of measure)

NON -STANDARD 

SERVICE PRICE 

INCLUDING VAT 

(HRK/units of 

measure)

1.

Sale of not-withdrawn gas upon  the order of the endorsee who 

holds the warehouse receipt (mortgage bond or receipt) or after  

expiry/termination of the Agreement

18,849.00 23,561.25

2.

Control testing of the gas meter accuracy and of other measuring

equipment at the request of the User in an authorised service

centre accompanied by the expertise of the State Office for

Metrology or at a legal entity authorised for gas meter

certification; 

 [1] PI PI

3. Gas quality control at the request of the User  [2] PI PI

4. Issuance of a warehouse receipt (mortgage bond or receipt) 2,450.37 3,062.96

5.
Monthly fee for reporting to ACER the daily gas quantity in 

storage according the REMIT provisions
565.47 706.84

6.
Transfer of storage capacities in the secondary market – seller’s 

fee
376.98 471.23

7.
Transfer of storage capacities in the secondary market – buyer’s 

fee 376.98 471.23

8. Recording of stored gas trade to the User gas seller 376.98 471.23

9. Recording of stored gas trade to the User gas buyer 376.98 471.23

10.

Access to the platform and opening of a balance account for the 

storage capacity buyer on the secondary market who doesn’t 

have a valid Gas Storage Agreement;

9,424.50 11,780.63

11.

Monthly fee for maintaining the balance account of the storage 

capacity buyer on the secondary market who doesn’t have a valid 

Gas Storage Agreement.

753.96 942.45
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NON-STANDARD SERVICE

Acronym interpretation

Numeric marks interpetation

Price is determined  by calculation

[1 ]The price of the service consists of labor hours costs which is determined as a result of the number of worker-hours needed to provide the service, and the avreage cost of 

working hours. Number of worker-hours was determined as a result of the number of workers required for the service and the number of hours that each worker spent for the 

execution of the services. (Article 8. paragraph 3. of the Methodology for the determining the price of non-standard services for gas transport, distribution and storage and the 

public service of gas suply. 

[2] The cost of services are borne by the claimant on the quality of gas only if the applicant 's complaint is unfounded. The service does not include the costs of testing by an 

authorized person (Article 66 of the Storage code).
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